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Introduction
This eBook is designed to help forward-looking IT Managers envision a different way of working
—where simplicity replaces complexity.

We’ll look at what makes managing today’s IT environments so challenging—increasing com-
plexity, poor visibility and constraints on budgets and space.

Then we’ll help you visualize a new way of working that greatly simplifies the challenges of 
managing data, infrastructure and operations.

Imagine way of working in which you have the time to really help your company improve the 
way it does business, and save you money.
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“Hey—Do You Want to Get Paid This Week?”

Your morning starts with a visit from the Director of Finance.

“We been preparing to run Payroll and some processes are so 

slow it’s painful. The problems are not consistent—it’s hard

to tell what functions will be slow at any given time. My 

team is frustrated and It's starting to interfere with 

getting the job done.”

He needs you to fix the problem now.

You’d like to. In fact, you thought you had, when you proactively added more 
storage last week to help boost performance.

Instead, you find yourself back in reactive mode, dropping everything to 
track down the source of the problem.
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Trying to Find the Problem?

You’ve spent most of the morning trying to nail down the payroll performance problem. You 
suspect the new storage array, but it’s hard to track down the root of the problem in your current 
IT infrastructure, which has grown more complex over time and is poorly documented: applica-
tions mapped to different storage arrays, WAN acceleration, multiple backup applications and 
8-12 purpose-built appliances.

There now seems to be an intermittent I/O problem with the new storage array. When you bought 
the new array, you had both the application and the storage vendors in to verify performance.

You put a call into the storage vendor.
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Not the Right Information

The storage vendor returning your call says it’s likely an application problem. Do you need to 
get both vendors in again?

You’ve checked the vCenter logs which show the application is running fine now. You’ve printed 
out and reviewed the last 24 hours but there’s just not enough detail to know what payroll pro-
cesses are underperforming.

It could be contention from other applications using the storage array, but you thought you had 
payroll performance nailed when you provisioned more storage.

Payroll isn’t the only application that’s hard to troubleshoot: You were thinking it would make 
your life easier if VMs and storage actually spoke the same language. Then maybe you could 
track things down faster.
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Backup Woes in Santa Clara - Again

It’s 12:30 pm your time—9:30 am at your Santa Clara office, where you’ve been storing customer 
survey data relating to a new product launch.

The CMO goes to retrieve the data—but finds it’s been accidentally deleted. You call the admin 
who runs backup to restore the missing data but she finds that the most recent backup failed. In 
fact, the one before that had failed as well, but nobody reported it.

You’ve tried a number of backup strategies for the Santa Clara office—but none seem to work. 
Because there’s no IT staff on site, you’ve tolerated less than desirable Recovery Time Objec-
tives and Recovery Point Objectives.

You’ve considered backing up to your primary data center, but there are serious bandwidth issues 
and cost implications—this also prevents you from using the Santa Clara office as a DR site.
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Time for a New Plan

How do you get away from spending most of your time just reacting to problems like slow-run-
ning finance applications and failed backups? You also need to be able to more efficiently 
manage new applications and the growing volumes of data.

What are your choices?

You could add more infrastructure: compute, memory, storage, backup or network resources. 
Maybe even an SSD array accelerator. But right now, you have limited space—and there are the 
increased costs for power, HVAC, bandwidth, maintenance contracts, etc.

More infrastructure could also make it harder. You don’t have budget to add and train more 
people—storage or VM admins, or a systems admin to manage backups in the Santa Clara office.

The problem is really time and complexity. How can you become more proactive and 
service-oriented if you are expanding your infrastructure and applications yet keep managing 
them the same way?
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Is More Cloud the Answer?

One alternative to expanding your infrastructure would be to look at what the cloud could provide.

What would it buy you to move email to a cloud service provider and use those resources and 
time for other initiatives? Or, for backup, is there an easy-to-use, reliable cloud-based solution 
that could work for the Santa Clara office?

One thing is for certain—while the scale and economics of the cloud are attractive, you can’t 
compromise on your essential business IT requirements: performance, data protection, and 
global visibility and reporting.

Control is critical. And for security reasons or compliance regulations, certain applications just 
don’t belong in a public cloud.
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What about Hyperconvergence?

You’re Skyping with a colleague when she asks you to join her on an industry panel 
and share your experience improving your company’s ability to protect Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII).

She sends you her slide deck about her experience implementing 
hyperconvergence. She consolidated a portion of her legacy IT infrastructure 
running beneath the hypervisor into an infrastructure stack running on an 
efficient, elastic pool of x86 resources. 

You have heard before about different strategies for converging infrastructure, 
but you didn’t realize that moving directly to hyperconvergence from where you 
are was really an option.

Your friend explains that hyperconvergence fits seamlessly into her overall 
environment; she can phase in new architecture while she phases out the 
old, implementing and expanding as funds allow. 

The underlying data architecture in the hyperconverged part of her data 
centers has been completely reinvented, allowing data management to be 
radically simplified.

You ask her to explain how that’s possible.
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True Hyperconvergence Delivers More

A truly hyperconverged infrastructure eliminates the rigidity of server, storage and network switch-
ing silos, along with the need for discrete components, such as third-party backup and replication 
software and hardware, and backup specialists for data protection. It allow you to scale at ease, 
experience “cloud economics” and move at start-up speed.

Another benefit of true hyperconvergence is data efficiency: maximizing a single pool of shared 
x86 resources “below the hypervisor” to process data with a single policy engine versus disparate 
services on the same system. You could manage virtual environments globally via a single inter-
face, including multi-site management and backup, to minimize training and create OpEx savings

You realize these capabilities would address both problems dogging you today:

Troubleshooting your primary storage for your payroll application could be more transparent—no 
more managing LUNS, share and volumes to try and tweak application performance.

Native data protection (backup, recovery and disaster recovery) and reduced bandwidth require-
ments could enable the backup of the Santa Clara office over the wire to your primary data center.

6:00 AM
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Addressing Everyday Problems

It would be great if you could indeed radically simplify your existing infrastructure with a scalable, 
modular 2U building block, based on commodity x86 hardware. And true hyperconvergence 
provides a single shared resource pool across not only servers and storage, but across the entire 
data lifecycle, globally.

In short, a hyperconverged infrastructure allows you to realize the economics and agility of 
large-scale web companies—right in your own data center.

You recall your friend said she has been really pleased by the difference hyperconvergence has 
made to her bottom line—3x the savings in TCO.

With the data efficiencies of true hyperconvergence, you could use Santa Clara as a complete DR site:

• You would drastically reduce network resource requirements.

• At the same time, there would be no requirements for extra space or increased costs for power, 
 HVAC, bandwidth, maintenance contracts, etc.

• Designed to be VM-centric, true hyperconvergence simplifies the management of your IT 
 infrastructure, you could manage everything through vCenter.

In the end, you would have a much more operationally efficient and scalable IT shop.

6:00 AM
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Cloud Economics with Enterprise Capabilities

True hyperconvergence offers the best of both worlds: cloud economics with enterprise capa-
bilities. Now you can service the business better without breaking the bank or sacrificing the 
critical capabilities your enterprise requires: optimized application performance, native data 
protection (backup, recovery and disaster recovery) with reduced bandwidth, and global 
visibility and reporting.
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At the End of the Day

During the ride home you consider how a truly hyperconverged infrastructure would not only 
solve today’s problems, but allow you to get ahead of some other issues:

Simplifying infrastructure management through the vCenter means hiring VM skill-sets verses 
hiring people with tribal knowledge of SAN switches, disk-based storage, SSD storage, data 
protection, etc.

  Native data protection enables a more reliable, resilient and agile infrastructure.

  Faster introduction and updates of business applications with simple VCenter 
  operations creating clones and restoring entire, standardized environments.

  Achieve the benefits of “cloud economics” with the functionality you need to 
  manage IT on-premise.

  Solidify the perception of IT as service-oriented and forward-
  looking, rather than just focused on resource management.

Where can you learn more?
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Tomorrow’s To Do List...

SimpliVity takes a VM-centric approach to managing your environment and delivers a truly 
hyperconverged data architecture that deduplicates, compresses and optimizes data inline to 
reduce your capacity footprint and IOPs.

With SimpliVity, you address your most challenging performance, capacity and scale issues 
with a pay-as-you-grow building block approach to IT infrastructure.

SimpliVity is the only company to offer true hyperconvergence designed to let you phase in 
new architecture while you phase out the old, implementing and expanding as funds allow. 

Read about hyperconvergence

Watch this video

Schedule a demo with SimpliVity

Connect with a hyperconvergence expert
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CN-3000, CN-5000 and Data Virtualization Platform are trademarks or registered trademarks of SimpliVity Corporation in the United States and certain other 
countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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